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Aastik  a powerful book would touch your soul, a kind of gift to pilgrim enthusiasts and to 

those who are true devotees. Anubhav Sharma is a fascinating protagonist who has worked 

even on the stock exchange. It is his pilgrimage to Badrinathiji where the plot takes place; 

you realize gradually that the author is looking for something. It is the series of events that 

enable readers to learn more and more. All the ordinary things stimulate complex 

considerations during his journey. The author eventually reveals an excellent story about his 

own Aastik journey. 

As he starts narratin
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s a profound meaning if we talk 

about inner peace. There are people who relate these words to spirituality while others relate 

them to feeling of contentment. Here we are made to understand contentment makes one 

feel satisfied with what one possesses and happiness is directly associated with the feeling of 

contentment. 

 

teachings of Osho has been done in all respects effectively. Regardless of whether it is voyage 

ctor, reaching Ashram 

everything has been explained dexterously. 

There are numerous who attempt to conquer troubles and endeavor to give their best in the 

journey for inward harmony. In the long run they achieve that dimension where two words 

 

up for the trial of life. 

this judgement after having a 

conversation with Maths Teacher about Ladu Gopal. It is here we feel as if we are does to 

discover inner peace and calm. 

Having faith in God and firm belief in ourselves helps us accomplish our much awaited goal. 

It will take us long way  a strong person with strong will power. Further many incidents 

make us believe how God has been kind to us in innumerable ways and how he has given us 

 

carving out a great Aastik. 

Towards the end of the book, the engaging words show the distinction between adventure 

and travel offers the readers the strength to fulfill all challenges. 
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This fantastic, straight forward, yet amazing book is all about an Aastik who makes this life a 

good ideas and complete faith and surrender in God. 

 


